[EEG changes with unblocking of acoustic and visual sensory canals].
Modally specific and supramodal components of EEG dynamics, related to involuntary reorientation of anticipatory attention from internal into external, were studied using unblocking of either visual or acoustic apparatus. EEG registration took place while the examinees were in the resting states: with opened eyes; with closed eyes; with closed eyes and inserted noise-protective earplugs. Averaged values of EEG power in each of the derivations and of EEG coherence in each of the derivation pairs were calculated for an every examinee and for each of the states. The estimations were done in delta, theta, alphal, alpha2, beta1, beta2, gamma frequency bands. The received results support an idea about manifestation of both supramodal and modally specific components in brain mechanisms of involuntary anticipatory attention. These results seem to be of certain interest for existing discussion on divergence and convergence between systemic mechanisms of visual and auditory attention.